
The Piano Guys Christmas Together
Songbook: A Comprehensive Guide to the
Holiday Extravaganza
: The Christmas Extravaganza of The Piano Guys

The Piano Guys, a renowned musical quartet consisting of Jon Schmidt
(piano),Steven Sharp Nelson (cello),Al van der Beek (producer),and Paul
Anderson (videographer),have become synonymous with enchanting
holiday experiences through their captivating performances and music.
Their Christmas Together Songbook, a comprehensive compilation of sheet
music and arrangements, offers a festive invitation to join their musical
journey and create your own heartwarming holiday memories.

Unveiling the Enchanting Contents of the Christmas Together
Songbook

1. An Expansive Collection of Christmas Classics

This songbook features a treasure trove of both traditional and
contemporary Christmas favorites, meticulously arranged for piano, cello,
and vocals. From the beloved "Silent Night" and "Jingle Bells" to the
energetic "Deck the Halls" and "Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow!",
each page is brimming with the spirit of the season.

2. Original Compositions by The Piano Guys

Apart from timeless classics, the songbook also includes original
compositions penned by The Piano Guys themselves. Their unique blend
of classical influences and modern sensibilities shines through in tracks like



"Auld Lang Syne (The Piano Guys Christmas Version)" and "Carol of the
Bells (Piano Guys Version)".
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3. Detailed Arrangements and Sheet Music

Each arrangement within the songbook is remarkably detailed, providing a
clear roadmap for musicians of varying skill levels. The sheet music is
expertly crafted, ensuring that every note and chord transition flows
seamlessly, allowing performers to capture the essence of The Piano Guys'
enchanting style.

A Musical Adventure for All Skill Levels

1. Accessibility for Beginners

While The Piano Guys' performances may seem daunting, the Christmas
Together Songbook makes their music accessible to aspiring musicians.
Simplified arrangements of select pieces allow beginners to embark on
their holiday musical journey with ease.
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2. Challenges for Seasoned Musicians

For experienced pianists and cellists, the songbook offers ample
opportunities to showcase their talents. Intricate arrangements and
challenging passages will ignite the passion of advanced musicians,
enabling them to fully immerse themselves in the festive spirit.

3. Inclusivity for Vocalists

The Christmas Together Songbook goes beyond instrumental
arrangements, featuring vocal lines for many of the included pieces. This
inclusivity invites singers to join the holiday celebration, enriching the
musical experience with heartwarming harmonies and festive lyrics.

A Joyful Journey of Christmas Cheer

1. Sheet Music as a Gift of Joy

The Christmas Together Songbook makes an exceptional gift for music
lovers of all ages. Its festive contents will bring boundless joy to families
and friends, creating cherished holiday memories that will last a lifetime.

2. A Source of Inspiration

The arrangements within the songbook serve as a rich source of inspiration
for performers. The Piano Guys' unique approach to holiday music will
undoubtedly ignite creativity and inspire musicians to explore their own
musicality.

3. A Legacy of Holiday Magic

As a testament to the enduring legacy of The Piano Guys, the Christmas
Together Songbook will continue to grace music stands year after year. Its
timeless appeal will ensure that their festive spirit continues to resonate,



creating a heartwarming soundtrack for countless holiday celebrations to
come.

: Embracing the Spirit of Christmas Together

The Piano Guys Christmas Together Songbook is more than just a
collection of musical arrangements; it is an invitation to share in the joy and
enchantment of the holiday season. Through its detailed sheet music,
accessible arrangements, and heartwarming original compositions, this
songbook empowers musicians of all skill levels to create their own festive
masterpieces. As families and friends gather around the piano or cello, the
Christmas Together Songbook will undoubtedly become a cherished part of
their holiday legacy, creating memories that will be treasured for
generations to come.
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